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Classification

• In 1882 Friedrich Daniel von Recklinghausen, a pathologist, outlines 
the features of NF

• In 1982 V. Riccardi proposed 8 types of Neurofibromatosis based on 
clinical features and inheritance

• In 1986 Carey proposed 5 types



Carey’s 1986 classification



Current classification

• Neurofibromatosis type 1
• Neurofibromin gene chr 17

• Neurofibromatosis type 2
• Merlin gene chr 22

• Familial Schwannomatosis
• LZTR1 and SMARCB1 genes chr 22



• Full ascertainment of 5 million+ population
• Birth incidence of ~1/1800
• Average life span of about 52 yr

• life span is shortened by 16 years in men, 26 years in 
women

• Higher mortality for females before age 50
• Cancer risk higher



Genetics of NF1

• Autosomal dominant
• 100% penetrant, but considerable intrafamilial variation 
• 50% new mutation
• Associated with advanced paternal age
• Segmental NF1 due to post-zygotic mutations
• Acts as tumor suppressor gene; germline single mutation, “second 

hit” in tumors and CALMs (Knudson hypothesis)



Neurofibromin

• NF1 gene encodes the GTPase-activating protein neurofibromin
(~2800 AA protein)

• Normally functions to inhibit RAS activation
• The gene was identified (“cloned”) 30 years ago

• Hundreds of different mutations (“variants”) have been identified
• Some specific mutations will predict the clinical outcome, many do not



RAS signaling
• Ras-Raf-MEK-ERK pathway is a chain of proteins in 

the cell that communicates a signal from a cell surface 
receptor to the DNA in the nucleus to activate or 
inhibit gene expression.

• Regulates many cell processes, including cell growth 
and cell division.

• Proteins in this pathway are frequently mutated in 
cancers (hence considerable drug development).



NF1



NF1 Diagnostic criteria

• 6+ Café au lait macules (CALMs)
• >5 mm in pre-pubertal child
• >15 mm in post-pubertal child

• 2+ neurofibromas or 1 plexiform neurofibroma
• Axillary or groin freckling
• 2+ Lisch nodules in the 
• Optic tract glioma
• Sphenoid dysplasia/cortical thinning of long bone
• First degree relative with NF1

• New criteria now includes widely available DNA testing

NIH Consensus Conf., Arch Neurol 1988



CALMs



CALMs in other conditions
• McCune-Albright syndrome
• Fanconi anemia
• Tuberous sclerosis
• Silver-Russell syndrome
• Ataxia telangiectasia
• Bloom syndrome
• Basal cell nevus syndrome
• LEOPARD syndrome
• Carney complex
• Bannayan Riley Ruvalcaba Syndrome
• Peutz-Jegher syndrome
• Turcot syndrome
• Cowden syndrome
• Multiple mucosal neuroma syndrome
• DNA Mismatch repair disorders (MLH1/MSH2)
• Watson syndrome (allelic with NF1)



Legius syndrome

• Isolated CALMs without neurofibromas, Lisch nodules, or apparent 
cancer risk

• Do have the cognitive features of NF1
• 1-4% of suspected NF1 patients
• Autosomal dominant; 60% familial
• Heterozygous defect in SPRED-1 gene
• Binding partner to neurofibromin



RASopathies



Axillary freckling



Inguinal freckling



Lisch nodules



Lisch nodules



Lisch nodules

Age-specific Prevalence

0-5 yrs:    42%  (153/367)

6-10 yrs:    77%  (183/239)

11-15 yrs:   90%  (125/140)

16-20 yrs:   99%    (65/66)
Dr Richard Lewis



Juvenile xanthogranulomas



Neurofibromas



Neurofibromas

• Typically rare in young children, increase in number during puberty, 
pregnancy and menopause

• Raised or intradermal
• May be in any tissue
• Occasionally painful, itchy (mast cells)
• May be very disfiguring 



NF1 and bone disease

• Pseudoarthrosis (a fracture appearing to be a joint)
• Tibial bowing
• Sphenoid wing dysplasia (eye socket)
• Progressive (dystrophic) scoliosis
• Reduced Bone Mineral Density
• Vitamin D deficiency





Brunett-Pieri, et al, Mol Genet Metab, 2008



Bowing and pseudoarthrosis



Sphenoid wing dysplasia



Sphenoid wing dysplasia



NF1 and vasculature disease

• Moyamoya disease of the brain (2-6%)
• Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
• Coarctation of the aorta
• Essential hypertension
• Renal artery stenosis
• Aneurysms
• Pulmonary hypertension in some adults





NF1 and myopathy



Plexiform neurofibromas



Plexiform neurofibromas



Plexiform neurofibromas



Plexiform neurofibromas



Plexiform neurofibromas

Nodular, diffuse, or infiltrating

Neuro Onc, 2016



Plexiform neurofibromas
• Seen in 50% of NF1 patients
• From spinal root to periphery
• Confined and nodular to diffuse and infiltrative
• Grow most rapidly in early childhood, often increasing by 

≥20% volume per year in young children
• most commonly in the trunk, including:

• paraspinal region (~30%)
• head and neck (~30%) 
• the extremities (~25%)



Plexiform neurofibromas
• Common cause of neuropathic pain

• May lead to peripheral malignant nerve-sheath tumors 
(PMNSTs), with 10-15% lifetime risk

• Difficult to treat surgically
• PMNSTs less than 50% 5 yr survival

• Many ongoing drug trials





NF1



Response to selumetinib

Dombi, et al, NEJM, 2016



Gliomas
• Most common brain tumor, low grade
• Optic tract is most common site

• Seen in ~15% of children with NF1
• Almost all less than 8 yr

• About one third will become symptomatic
• Screening practices vary by institution

• Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a way to 
measure retinal nerve fiber layer thickness, which 
correlates with vision

• Chemotherapy stablizes OTG and vision in ~70%



Gliomas



Other cancers
• 5 fold increased risk for Glioblastoma
• Pilocytic astrocytomas are more aggressive in NF1
• Non-CNS/PNS tumors

• Pheochromocytoma (adrenal gland tumor)
• Gastrointestinal stromal tumors
• Leukemias (ALL, JMML)
• Breast cancer (>10X risk <40 yr)
• Rhabdomyosarcoma
• Glomus tumors



Other cancers

• Mutations in neurofibromin have also been 
linked to sporadic cancers, including:

• Glioblastoma multiforme 
• Juvenile myelomonocytic leukemia
• Gastrointestinal stromal tumors
• Pheochromocytoma
• Primary lung adenocarcinoma
• Breast cancer
• Ovarian cancer
• Desmoplastic neurotrophic melanoma
• Medullary thyroid cancer
• Lipomas



Neurocognition in NF1

• Specific neurocognitive manifestations common in NF1 include 
• attention deficit disorder/hyperactivity
• Learning disabilities, visual spatial deficits
• Expressive and receptive language difficulties
• Social competence 
• Executive functioning difficulty

• All seen in about 50% of patients
• Higher in those with whole gene deletions



Neurocognition in NF1

• 6% with intellectual disability
• Up to 30% with autism spectrum features



NF1 and other issues

• Macrocephaly 
• Short stature
• Failure to thrive (FTT)
• Headache is quite common
• Hearing loss is rare
• Seizures
• Sleep disorder
• Growth hormone deficiency



Surveillance

• Local guidelines:
• Brain MRI in infancy/early childhood, repeat if done prior to age 2-3 yr
• Annual blood pressure check
• Annual eye exam in childhood
• Developmental assessment

• ADHD screening
• Vitamin D/PTH determination in early childhood, supplement as needed
• Bone density (DEXA scan) at 10 yr of age



NF Clinic at BCM/TCH

• Physicians
• Surya Rednam, Neuro-oncology
• Bill Craigen, Genetics
• Michael Wangler, Genetics
• Richard Lewis, Genetics
• Fatema Malbari, pediatric neurology

• Genetic counselor
• Andi Lewis

• Coordinator
• San Juana Galvan



Genetics
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